Abstract. We give a sufficient condition for the Hubert transform and maximal function associated to a flat plane convex curve T(i) = (i, y(t)) to be bounded on LP , 1 < p < oo . Our result includes the previously known sufficient conditions, i.e., y' doubling or h , defined by h(t) = ty'(t) -y(t), t > 0, infinitesimally doubling, as special cases.
For odd convex curves Y(t) = (t, y(t)), which may be flat (i.e., vanish to infinite order) at the origin, there are two well-known theorems, giving conditions on T under which ^f and JA? are bounded on LP(R2), 1 < p < oo. Theorem 1.1 [1] . Let Y: R -» R2 and Y(t) = (t, y(t)) be an odd convex curve, of class C2(0, oo), such that y(0) = y'(0) = 0. Suppose 3X, 1 < X < oo, such that for t£(0,oo), (1) y'(Xt)>2y'(t).
Then
WrfWp < C\\f\\p and \\jrTf\\p < C\\f\\p, Kp<oo.
Theorem 1.2 [2] . Let Y: R -> R2 and Y(t) = (t, y(t)) be an odd convex curve, of class C2(0, oo), such that y(0) = 0. Let the function h be given by, for r G (0, oo), h(t) = ty'(t) -y(t) and suppose Ben > 0 such that for t g (0, oo), (2) h'(t)>ej^-.
WrfWp < C\\f\\p and \\JtTf\\p < C\\f\\p, Kp<oo.
Remarks. The theorem of [1] also gives the result that for even curves Jf is bounded on LP(R2) if and only if (1) holds. If (1) holds we say that y' doubles, whilst (2) is known as the h infinitesimally doubling condition. The condition in Theorem 1.1 that y £ C2(0, oo) may be relaxed to allow piecewise-linear curves, after also a technical adjustment to (1) . For example the polygonalized version of (t, t2) obtained by joining points of the form t = 2J', j £ Z, by straight-line segments is covered by Theorem 1.1; for such a curve (2) clearly fails. On the other hand the curve given by y(t) = tlat, for t > 1, satisfies (2) but not (1) . Our result covers a strictly larger class of curves than either of the above theorems. Theorem 1.3. Let Y: R -► R2 and Y(t) = (t, y(t)) be an odd convex curve, of class C2(0, oo) such that y(0) = y'(0) = 0. Suppose 3so > 0 and X, 1 < X < oo, such that for t £ (0, oo) ,3, max{Iv((,,i(/a"-2f)}^.
Then WrfWp < C\\f\\p and \\JAYf\\P < C\\f\\p, Kp<oe.
Condition (3) says precisely that at each t g (0, oo) at least one of y'(Xt) > 2y'(t) and h'(t) > eo^p-must hold. To illustrate that our theorem is indeed stronger than either Theorem 1.1 or Theorem 1.2 we give the following example, motivated by the previous observation that each of the curves (t, tlat) and the polygonalized version of (t, t2) satisfies exactly one of ( 1 ) and (2). So we define y(t) for t £ [4, oo ) to be such that, for j = 1,2, ... ,
y'(t) = I 'V' In -¿-+ 22' In *P V te (2*+>, 22'+l).
It is easily checked that (t, y(t)) is convex, y'(e3t) > 2y'(t) for t £ \22', 22'+I], h'(t) > ^p-for t £ (22J+X, 22J+1) and moreover that neither of (1) and (2) holds. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is basically a combination of the ideas used in proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In [2] an "annular" Littlewood-Paley decomposition is developed via the family of dilation matrices {Ak} given by Ak = A(2k) where m=\?W h(t))-
The hypothesis used to do this is that the Rivière condition is satisfied, i.e., 3a such that ||^4^,/lyt|| < a < 1, or equivalently that h doubles, a weaker condition than both (1) and (2) . Here || • || is the operator (matrix) norm.
In §2 we shall show that (3) is sufficient to give such a Littlewood-Paley decomposition. The proof of Theorem 1.2 also depends on suitable decay estimates for the Fourier transform of certain measures associated to Y. These estimates are a consequence of (2) so we can no longer expect them to be satisfied. We consider those points £ G R2 where the decay estimates may fail as being 'bad' and in §3 we develop a conical Littlewood-Paley theory to deal with these 'bad' Ç, in the spirit of [1] . Finally, in §4, we combine these ideas to complete the proof.
Remark. The method of proof of Theorem 1.3 may easily be adapted to give, for odd curves, a new proof of Theorem 1.1 and also of the result of [4] and [5] that h doubling is sufficient to give L2-boundedness of <#f and JA? ■ First we give two preliminary lemmas. Observe that since Y is convex and y(0) = y'(0) = 0 we have that h and y' are increasing and nonnegative on (0, oo). Assuming (3) Proof.
h(Xk+2) I By Lemma 1.5 we have Z = X UY. If k £ X then it is easily shown that «22 = 0Á) < 5 , whilst if k £ Y we obtain a22 < j^j < 1.
In the proof of the analogous result in [2] (Proposition 3.1), the off-diagonal term, a2x, is shown to be controlled by «22 • In fact, convexity is sufficient to bound a2x ; a simple computation shows that
HO -Í1, lo,
which completes the proof.
Lemma 2.1 allows us to develop an "annular" Littlewood-Paley theory as in [2] . We define tf> g C0°°(R2) such that 0 < $ < 1 and 1, |CI<1, ICI>2. We may now follow the arguments of [2] to see that the operator with convolution kernel J2k±y/k is bounded on L2 and thus that the Calderón-Zygmund theory [2, Theorem 2.3] may be applied to give 1/21 <C\\f\\p, (5) and hence also < k 1 < p < 00, (6) Y, ^k * fk <C [J2\vk*fk\ Further, following a similar argument to that used to obtain (6) from (5) 
\ôk(Q\ < C\A*k+lQ, \pk(C)-l\ < C\A*k+xQ.
The estimates (9) are easily verified but (8) follows from the h infinitesimally doubling condition and therefore we may no longer expect these estimates to hold. We do, however, have the following. we shall assume henceforth that e < 5 . C-r'(Afc)<¿|4CI and Ç.Y'(Xk+x)>~\AlC\. Now ¿|4C| < |¿| + /(^)|>/| < |í| + y'(Xk+x)\n\ ; using this in (10) we arrive at t=|y'(Xk) < |£| < Tzfy'(Afc+1). The result follows for e < i . We may argue similarly if Ç • P is monotone-decreasing on [Afe, Afc+1).
We now wish to develop a Littlewood-Paley theory for the family of cones {Ck}kex ■ We define a function O G C^°(R) such that
and put *w Ul + rWIfl/ Vlíl + y'(^+,)l»íl>'"
Then we certainly have rl, CeQ, *UJ to, off" ¡y'(Xk) < |i| < 3y'(Afc+2).
Recalling that if /c G X then y'(Afc+2) > 2y'(Xk) it is now easily checked that Y¿kc.x ^®k satisfies the hypotheses of the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem (see [6, p. 108] ). If we now associate operators Tk to these <Pfe , i.e., (Tkf)(Q = Ofc(C)/(C)> then a standard Rademacher function argument (see [6, p. 104] ) leads us to
(ii) fein/fi <c\\f\\p, kp<oo.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.3 We consider first the maximal function and recall that it is enough to show that || supk\pk * f\ ||p < C||/||p , 1 < p < oc . We begin by noting that sup \pk * f\ Following the approach in [2] or [1] we prove first the L2 result, then, using the Littlewood-Paley decompositions, we give a bootstrapping step and hence the //-result. The estimate for B follows as in [2] , using (5) For a proof see the proof of Lemma 3 in [3] ; the proof uses only the positivity of the pk and thus the lemma is also valid for the vk . Moreover, the lemma will still hold if only those k £ X are considered. So, assuming (16), we have sup \pk * f\ using Lemma 4.1, (5), (7), and (16). This completes the proof for JAV. The proof for ^f now follows easily, using the oddness of Y, exactly as in [2] .
